
Online Tutoring, Homework Help,

and Continuous Learning Support

for Every Kind of Student.

TrainTheBrain.com 



Do Your Students  Struggle

with Engagement and

Achieving their Full

Academic Potential?
1:1 Tutoring is proven to enhance academic success amongst

students not performing their best in educational pursuits.

Regardless of the level of support your students need, our

dedicated virtual tutors are available 24/7 to offer homework

help and online tutoring.



Students who were individually mentored in math
outperformed classroom-taught peers by 200% on

standardized state tests
A study by Harvard University finds that students who were individually

mentored in math outperformed their classroom-taught peers by 200 percent on

standardized state math assessments

Students who receive 1-on-1 tutoring perform 98% better than
students who only receive traditional classroom attention

Educational psychologist Benjamin Bloom conducted a study determining that students

who received 1-on-1 tutoring, paired with mastery learning, performed two standard

deviations better (98%) than students who received only traditional classroom attention

 

1:1 tutoring can improve performance while reducing
test anxiety

A study out of Stanford University’s School of Medicine finds that individualized

tutoring can improve math performance while reducing test anxiety

 

http://web.mit.edu/5.95/readings/bloom-two-sigma.pdf


Students who were individually tutored in English
outperformed classroom-taught peers by 200% on

standardized state tests
According to The U.S. Department of Education, tutoring can lead to

improvements in self-confidence in reading, motivation for reading, and behavior

according to a 2001 study. 

 

Students receiving tutoring can advance up two  grade
levels of math compared to peers not receiving tutor support

A University of Chicago study finds that students who receive tutoring could advance 

 two additional grade levels of math compared to peers who didn’t receive tutoring

 

Tutoring can help students build effective study habits
and increase reasoning skills

 



About TraintheBrain
At Train The Brain, we strive to impact

the lives of students by providing

exceptional tutoring experiences. Our

goal for students is to develop a deep

understanding of subject material, and

build competencies for academic

success.

Our Mission
The mission of Train The Brain is to provide students with high quality, on-

demand online tutoring, homework help, and SAT/ACT prep. In doing so, we

will work with highly qualified tutors who understand how to connect with

students and ensure mastery of subject matter. By using our proprietary online

tutoring platform, tutors are able to provide students with personalized

attention any time day or night.

Our Vision
At Train The Brain, we dream big! Our goal is to be the #1 source of academic

support for students, not only in the United States, but also around the world.

We believe that online tutoring is the way of the future, and the products and

services we provide to students is second to none. We will never lose sight of

the fact that our primary goal is to make students successful and confident in

their studies.

Accreditation
Train the Brain is one of a few online tutoring schools that has earned prestigious accreditation by

Cognia, the parent organization of the North Central Association CASI, the Southern Association of

Colleges and Schools CASI, and the Northwest Accrediting Commission. Accreditation demonstrates

to students, parents, and community that we are focused on raising student achievement, providing a

safe and enriching learning environment, and maintaining an efficient and effective operation staffed

by highly qualified educators.



Our Subject-Matter experts
can help

K-12 Students

College/University Students

Graduate Students

Students Preparing for Standardized Testing



Why Choose

TraintheBrain?
Affordable, high-quality tutoring delivered quickly

Get help whenever and wherever - without

downloading software

Get 1-on-1 tutoring from dedicated tutors at your

pace

We provide a top-quality, coinvent, and affordable

alternative to other tutoring methods

Upload assignments/projects and get help from a

qualified tutor before the deadline

Record your sessions for future reference, No

Charge!

 



How it works:
Upon registration, students  schedule

one-on-one live tutoring sessions with

expert tutors. Students will receive

specialized attention from their tutor as

he or she works with the student. Our

mission is to help every student

achieve academic success.

Register Step 1

Request

Homework

Help

 

Step 2

Attend

Whiteboard

Session

Step 3



How it works:

A Dedicated Chat Window

Screen Sharing Capabilities

Virtual Whiteboards

Voice Enabled 

At Train The Brain, we equip our online tutors

with the latest technology, making it easy for

tutors to work with students anywhere in the

world. Our organization equips every tutor

with the tools that they need to teach

students challenging concepts and theories.

Some of these tools include:

 



Next Steps

952-960-9196

kclarkson@trainthebrain.com

trainthebrain.com

Contact: Kate Clarkson- Director of Sales


